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This Oberwolfah workshop showed the surprisingly diverse topis urrently overed

under the ommon theme of least-squares �nite element methods. The �rst phase of

heavy ativity in this lass of methods atually dates bak to the early 1980s. Sadly, one

mathematiian who was among the �rst to embrae least-squares �nite element methods,

George Fix, died before he ould attend this workshop. He was deeply missed at the

workshop and mentioned almost onstantly. Most of the groundwork for the reent gain

in interest in least-squares �nite element method was done in the 1990's, muh of it by

partiipants of this workshop. After this period of intense e�orts to develop new least-

squares variational formulations for di�erent appliation problems, the �eld had reahed a

mature state.

The presentations given at this workshop were devoted to a new generation of researh

projets whih rest upon the foundations laid in the last two deades. This inludes new ap-

pliations in eletrial impedane tomography (Hugh MMillan), for hyperboli equations

(Thomas Manteu�el), engineering problems (Bo-nan Jiang) and to transmission problems

in the oupling of �nite elements and boundary elements (Ernst Stephan). Least-squares

methods for optimization and ontrol were desribed (Pavel Bohev and Max Gunzburger)

as well as solvers espeially tailored for nonlinear least-squares problems (Johannes Ko-

rsawe). A least-squares based minimal residual sheme was also presented (Ching-Lung

Chung). Moreover, the ombination of the wavelet methodology with least-squares �-

nite element methods was disussed (Angela Kunoth). The proper treatment of systems

with div-dominated or div-url struture by the onstrution of appropriate �nite element

spaes was the subjet of a number of talks (Travis Austin, Joe Pasiak, Gerhard Starke).

Alternative approahes working with standard �nite elements are the so-alled disrete

least-squares (Zhiqiang Cai) and FOSLL* (Jens Georg Shmidt) methods. The viewpoints

about the relationship of these two approahes ranged from \the same" to \ompletely

di�erent". The truth lies somewhere in the middle.

Most importantly, due to the rather small shedule there was plenty of time for individ-

ual disussions during the week of the meeting. Also, the Friday was held ompletely free

of talks in order to have a \round-table" disussion future trends and developments in this

�eld. This disussions showed that the following two trends dominate urrent researh on

least-squares �nite element methods. First, the least-squares �nite element methodology

seems to be well-suited to ompliated systems, in partiular, arising from oupled prob-

lems. This opens new appliation areas for these methods. The seond fous is urrently

on the development of re-usable software for least-squares �nite element omputations.
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Abstrats

An approximation tehnique for div-url systems

Joe Pasiak

(joint work with James H. Bramble)

In this talk, I will desribe an approximation tehnique for div-url systems based in

(L

2

(D))

3

where D is a domain in IR

3

. Div-url systems arise, for example, in eletromag-

neti appliations. These systems are troublesome as they appear to be not ellipti and a

rude ounting indiates that there are more equations than unknowns. We formulate this

problem as a general variational problem with di�erent test and trial spaes. The analysis

requires the veri�ation of an appropriate inf-sup ondition. This results is a very weak

formulation where the solution spae is (L

2

(D))

3

and the data resides in various negative

norm spaes. The advantages of setting up the problem in suh a weak spae will be

disussed.

Subsequently, we onsider �nite element approximations based on this weak formulation.

We present two possible approahes. The �rst involves the development of "stable pairs"

of disrete test and trial spaes. With this approah, we enlarge the test spae so that the

disrete inf-sup ondition holds and use a least-squares formulation to redue to a uniquely

solvable linear system. The seond approah uses a smaller test spae and adds terms to the

form to stabilize the method. Both methods lead to optimal order estimates for problems

with minimal regularity. This is important as it is easy to onstrut magnetostati �eld

appliations whose solutions have low Sobolev regularity (e.g., (H

s

(D))

3

with 0 < s <

1=2).

Least-Squares Methods for Transmission Problem with FEM and BEM

Ernst P. Stephan

(joint work with Matthias Maishak)

We analyze a least squares formulation for the numerial solution of seond order linear

transmission problems in two and three dimensions, whih allow jumps on the interfae.

The seond order partial di�erential equation is rewritten as a �rst order system in a

bounded domain, and the unbounded exterior domain is treated by means of boundary

integral equations. The least squares funtional is given in terms of negative order as well

as half integer Sobolev norms, whih are omputed by using multilevel preonditioners for

seond order ellipti problems and for Symm's integral equation. As preonditioners we

use both multigrid and BPX algorithms. The ux variable is disretized by using pieewise

onstant elements, ontinuous and pieewise linear elements, or Raviart-Thomas elements.

The preonditioned system has bounded ondition number. Numerial experiments for

various ombinations of di�erent elements and preonditioners on�rm our theoretial re-

sults.
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FOSLL* for Irregular Boundaries

Jens G. Shmidt

The standard FOSLS approah reformulates an ellipti PDE as a �rst order system LU =

F , whih is solved in a least-square sense. From both the theoretial and the pratial point

of view it is of great advantage to use the L

2

-norm and the standard H

1

�nite element

spaes. If the solution of the PDE is not smooth enough (i.e. U 62 H

1

) these goals an not

be met.

For a ertain lass of non smooth solutions, namely the ones arising from disontinuous

oeÆients, it is known that solving the dual problem L

�

W = U an overome the above

mentioned problems, mainly sine W 2 H

1

holds. This approah is alled the FOSLL

�

method.

For irregular boundaries (e.g. reentrant orners) or irregular boundary onditions (e.g.

some types of mixed Dirihlet and Neumann onditions) a straightforward appliation of

FOSLL

�

may yield a solution W of the dual problem, whih is not in H

1

as desired.

In this paper we desribe an approah that overomes this diÆulty and therefore allows

the use of standard �nite element spaes in the disretization proess. The eÆieny of

the improved FOSLL

�

method is illustrated by several numerial examples.

Robust Iterative Methods for Least-Squares Neutron Transport and Related

Appliations

Travis Austin

In this talk, we onsider a seond-order partial di�erential equation that is dominated by

the grad-div operator. A variational form of this equation arises in the ontext of a for-

mulation of the neutron transport equation using a saled least-squares formulation. We

present a disretization of the variational problem using a ubi-quadrati �nite element

spae whih leads to optimal error estimates and a setting for whih an optimal multilevel

preonditioner an be reated. We then present numerial results for the multilevel algo-

rithm. Lastly, we explain the relationship of this seond-order equation to the displaement

formulation of linear elastiity. Disretization results and multilevel onvergene results

are presented for linear elastiity using the same ubi-quadrati �nite element spae.

The Gauss-Newton Multilevel Method for Nonlinear Least-Squares Problems

Johannes Korsawe

This talk is about the solution of a �rst-order system least-squares ansatz for a nonlinear

partial di�erential equation of seond order. A standard way to solve suh formulations

is the disretization of the solution spae H and the appliation of multilevel methods to

the linear systems whih arise from Newton-like approahes for the disretized nonlinear

problems. In this talk, possibilities are studied to dedue exatness bounds in the solution

of the �nite-dimensional systems as well as re�nement strategies for the disretization in

order to ensure onvergene at optimal ost. To this end, an overall onvergene theory

for the minimization of the nonlinear least-squares funtional in H is dedued from the

extension of inexat Newton methods in IR

n

(Eisenstat/Walker) to the in�nite-dimensional

ase, whih makes use of two derease onditions to ontrol the overall onvergene. These

onditions an be ful�lled by suitably damped desent diretions, whih an be alulated

via the Gauss-Newton method applied to the least-squares funtional. The errors from

disretization and the only approximate solution of the linear systems then both ontribute
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to the inexatness of the method. As a onsequene of the surrounding onvergene theory,

exatness onditions for the ontrol of the algebraial error and re�nement onditions for

the transition to the next level an be easily obtained. The appliation of this method to a

realisti water in�ltration problem shows the ompetitiveness of this approah to standard

(heuristi) trunation settings.

Disrete First Order System Least-Squares: Seond-Order Ellipti Boundary

Value Problems

Zhiqiang Cai

An L

2

-norm version of �rst-order system least squares (FOSLS) was developed by Cai,

Manteu�el, and MCormik for salar seond-order ellipti partial di�erential equations in

d = 2 or 3 dimensions. It was shown that the homogeneous FOSLS funtional is equivalent

to a V �H

1

(
) norm with V = H(div ; 
)\H(urlA; 
) under general assumptions, where

A is the di�usion oeÆient and 
 is the domain of the underlying problem. Moreover,

suh a norm was shown to be in fat an H

1

(
)

d+1

norm under the assumption that the

original problem is H

2

-regular. This produt H

1

equivalene means that the minimization

proess amounts to solving a loosely oupled system of Poisson-like salar equations. This

in turn implies that standard �nite element disretization and standard multigrid solution

methods admit optimal H

1

-like performane.

The limitation of this L

2

-norm FOSLS is the requirement of suÆient smoothness of

the underlying problem. Suh smoothness guarantees the equivalene of norms between V

and H

1

(
)

d

so that it an be approximated by standard ontinuous �nite element spaes.

In general, when the domain 
 is not smooth or not onvex or the oeÆient A is not

ontinuous, these two spaes are not equivalent. In fat, V is equal to H

1

(
)

d

plus a

�nite dimensional spae whih onsists of singular funtions assoiated with orners of the

boundary and interfaes. Therefore, standard ontinuous �nite element spaes are not

good approximation to V in general. In this paper, we will onstrut an appropriate ap-

proximation spae for V based on the Helmholtz deomposition. Sine our approximation

spae is disontinuous and is not ontained in V , we then modify the FOSLS funtional

to aommodate suh disontinuity and nononformity of �nite element spaes. Under

general assumptions, we establish error estimates in the L

2

and H

1

norms for the vetor

and salar variables, respetively. Suh error estimates are optimal with respet to the

required regularity of the solution. Preonditioner for the algebrai system arising from

this approah is also onsidered.

A Diret Minimal Residual Method for the Numerial Solution of Di�erential

Equations

Ching Lung Chang

Sine the early 90's, researh in numerial solution of partial di�erential equations yielded

many exellent algorithms and error analysis studies for the linear and nonlinear equations

by using the least-squares �nite element methods. As a result, many problems an be solved

muh more e�etively than before. However, urrently it is still very time onsuming to

solve applied problems with large-sale, nonlinear partial di�erential equations. During the

1998 SIAM Annual Meeting in Toronto, Canada, several people in their talks estimated

that it still requires a modern omputer to run ontinuously for 20 to 60 years in order to
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solve the large-sale nonlinear Navier-Stokes equations by the least-squares �nite element

approah. Therefore we have to �nd a way to redue the omputer time we spend.

The main objetive of this researh is to study a lass of residual-based minimization

shemes, alled the minimal residual methods, for the numerial solution of some kinds

di�erential equations.

The idea is from the Least-squares FEM, whih minimized the norm of kLu � fk if

Lu = f has unique solution assoiate with some boundary or initial onditions. After we

generate the grid for the domain then we an de�ne a set with �nite element to approximate

the solution with the harateristi h. If we also set the step of the oeÆients k = �h and

set the upper and lower bounds for the solution, then we have a �nite number of numerial

solution

P

n

k=1

C

k

�

k

. By suh idea, to solve a linear or non-linear ODE or PDE have no

essential di�erene of omputer time onsuming. A preliminary work has been done. we

solve the ODE with the form f(

du

dt

; u; t) = 0. Also we solve Laplae PDE in a simple

domain as well.

Least-Squares Finite Element Methods for Linear Hyperboli PDEs

Thomas A. Manteuffel

(joint work with Luke Olson)

In this talk we will present a least-squares formulation of salar, �rst-order, linear, hyper-

boli equations. A least-squares funtional will be presented and oerivity and ontinuity

of the funtional will be disussed. The funtional inludes a weak form of the boundary

onditions. Then, a nononforming funtional will be desribed that involves terms penal-

izing jumps aross ell edges not aligned with the ow. A uniform Poinar�e inequality is

established for the non-onforming funtional. Numerial results on a simple test ase with

a disontinuous solution will be presented using elements from bi-linear through bi-quarti

on quadrilateral grids and triangular grids. The results imply that higher-order elements

produed faster onvergene per degree of freedom. It will also be shown that the least

squares solutions have minimal smearing of the disontinuity and minimal overshoot and

osillations. The nononforming elements display similar behaviour, and thus, present no

apparent advantage over onforming elements. Finally, solution tehniques for the result-

ing linear systems will be disussed. Algebrai multilevel methods show great promise on

this lass of problems.

First Order System Least-Squares for Eletrial Impedane Tomography

Hugh Mamillan

(joint work with Thomas A. Manteu�el)

Eletrial impedane tomography (EIT) belongs to a family of imaging tehniques that

attempt to distinguish spatial variations in an internal eletromagneti parameter. The

standard approah to EIT is output least squares (OLS). Given a set of applied normal

boundary urrents, one minimizes the defet between the measured and omputed bound-

ary voltages assoiated, respetively, with the exat impedane and its approximation. In

minimizing a boundary funtional, OLS impliitly imposes the governing Poisson equa-

tion as an optimization onstraint. We introdue a new �rst-order system least squares

(FOSLS) formulation that inorporates the ellipti PDE as an interior funtional in a global

minimization sheme. We then establish equivalene of our funtional to OLS and to an
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existing least-squares interior funtional due to Kohn and Vogelius. That the latter may

be viewed as a FOSLL* formulation suggests FOSLS as a unifying framework for EIT.

The limited apaity for resolution in EIT, due to the neessarily �nite set of inexat

boundary data and the di�usive nature of urrent ow into the interior, traditionally leads

to the onlusion that reonstruting the interior impedane is an ill-posed problem. EIT

inherits this diÆulty from the simpli�ed inverse problem of reonstruting the eletrial

ondutivity. Sine quantifying the limited apaity is the fous of our theory, we begin

with the stati assumption and onsider the reonstrution of ondutivity, leaving that

of the impedane as future work. We show that eah funtional in the FOSLS framework

is equivalent to a natural norm on the error of the approximate ondutivity. We analyze

the topology indued by this norm to reveal the qualities of the exat ondutivity that

we should, in pratise, expet to reover. Finally, we present preliminary numerial results

for the FOSLS formulation and observe that they are faithful to our theory.

Our approah represents a signi�ant departure from onvention in that we do not

rely on a generi regularization term. Rather, we aept and inorporate the underlying

physis, albeit inhibiting. Problem-spei� information, whih otherwise might be used to

\regularize" the \ill-posed" problem, an be inluded by either introduing an additional

term to the funtional or supplementing the spae of admissible ondutivity.

Wavelet Least-Squares Methods for Boundary Value Problems

Angela Kunoth

(joint work with Wolfgang Dahmen, Reinhold Shneider)

For the numerial solution of stationary operator equations, least squares methods will

be onsidered. The primary fous is the ombination of the following oneptual issues: the

seletion of appropriate least square funtionals, their numerial evaluation in the ontext

of wavelet methods and a natural way of preonditioning the resulting systems of linear

equations.

First the problem is formulated in a general setting to bring out the essential driving

mehanisms. Speial ases that �t into this framework are a transmission problem that

involves di�erential and integral operators, and saddle point problems where an ellipti

partial di�erential equations is to be solved subjet to side onditions.

One primary motivation has been the well-known fat that a major obstale in the

ontext of least squares methods based on �nite element disretizations is the evaluation

of ertain norms suh as the H

�1

{norm. In this regard the fat that weighted sequene

norms of wavelet oeÆients are equivalent to relevant funtion norms arising in the least

squares ontext are exploited. Trunating the (in�nite) wavelet series appropriately leads

to stable Galerkin shemes.

Some New Appliations of the Least-Squares Finite Element Method

Bo-nan Jiang

It has beome standard pratise that di�erent numerial shemes are employed for eah

type of di�erential equations. In this talk I will I show that without any speial treat-

ments by using only one formulation the LSFEM is able to simulate almost all kinds of

problems in uid dynamis and eletromagnetis. New examples from solid mehanis and

magnetohydrodynamis (MHD) will be given to support my opinion. The LSFEM is able

to give simultaneous solutions for displaements, drilling rotation and stresses in elastiity
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inluding inompressible materials, and for deetion, slopes, moments and shear fores

in plate bending with an optimal rate of onvergene for all variables. Without the use

of ompliated ux-splitting for shok-apturing and an expensive Poisson solver for or-

reting magneti �eld the simple LSFEM an apture shoks and omplex ow patterns in

ompressible MHD.

Least-Squares Finite Element Methods for the Stress-Displaement

Formulation of Elastiity

Gerhard Starke

(joint work with Zhiqiang Cai)

A least-squares �nite element method for linear elastiity is developed. The least-squares

funtional is based on the stress-displaement formulation with the symmetry ondition of

the stress tensor imposed in the �rst-order system. Using the H(div)-onforming Raviart-

Thomas spaes for the stress omponents and nononforming �nite elements for the dis-

plaements, this method is shown to be optimal in the H(div) and the (broken) H

1

norm,

respetively, uniformly in the inompressible limit. The loal evaluation of the least-squares

funtional therefore represents an a posteriori error estimator. Computational results ob-

tained with an adaptive re�nement strategy based on this estimator are presented for

a benhmark test problem. Moreover, the least-squares formulation is extended to geo-

metrially nonlinear elastiity where a Gauss-Newton method is desribed for solving the

nonlinear least-squares problems. Finally, an extension to a oupled problem assoiated

with uid ow in deformable porous media is presented.

Least-squares �nite element methods for optimization and ontrol problems

for linear partial di�erential equations (Part 1)

Pavel Bohev

(joint work with Max Gunzburger)

For many years, optimization and ontrol problems for systems governed by partial di�er-

ential equations have been, in many appliations, a subjet of interest to experimentalists.

For example, boundary layer ontrol in uid mehanis was studied by Prandtl as early as

1904. These problems also been a subjet of theoretial interest and, for almost as long

as omputers have been around, of omputational interest as well. Most of the e�orts

in the latter diretion have employed elementary optimization strategies. For example, a

popular \brute fore" strategy has been, in problems for whih one wishes to minimize a

ost or performane funtional, to evaluate that funtional for several values of the ontrol

variables or design parameters and then to simply selet those values whih result in the

smallest value for the funtional.

More reently, mathematiians, sientists, and engineers have turned to the applia-

tion of sophistiated optimization strategies for solving optimization and ontrol problems

for systems governed by partial di�erential equations. On the mathematial side, one

may redit J.-L. Lions and D. Russell for helping popularize and foment suh approahes.

Today, many di�erent loal and global optimization strategies, e.g., Lagrange multiplier

methods, sensitivity or adjoint-based gradient methods, quasi-Newton methods, evolution-

ary algorithms, et., are in ommon use.

The problems that we will disuss fall into the lass of onstrained optimization and

ontrol problems. The four ingredients that a de�ne a problem in this lass are:
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� a set of state variables whih desribe the physial system of interest;

� a set of ontrol variables or design paramaters whih are at our disposal in order to

e�et the optimization;

� a ost, or performane, or objetive funtional whih depends on the state and/or

ontrol variables and whose minimization is the objet of ontrol; and

� a system of partial di�erential equations along with boundary and initial onditions

whih at as onstraints that andidate state and ontrol variables must satisfy.

Several popular approahes to solving suh optimization and ontrol problems for sys-

tems governed by partial di�erential equations are based, one way or another, on optimality

systems dedued from the appliation of the Lagrange multiplier rule. This may not be

surprising sine the Lagrange multiplier rule is, of ourse, a standard approah to solv-

ing �nite-dimensional optimization problems. Perhaps more surprising is that penalty

methods, whih are another popular approah for the latter setting, have not engendered

anywhere near as muh interest for the in�nite-dimensional problems whih are of interest

here. In this talk, we will see why naively de�ned penalty methods may not be pratial

and, using methodologies assoiated with modern least-squares �nite element methods, we

will also see how pratial penalty methods an be de�ned. Moreover, we will see how

penalty methods o�er ertain eÆieny-related advantages ompared to methods based on

the Lagrange multiplier rule.

Least-Squares �nite element methods for optimization and ontrol problems

for linear partial di�erential equations (Part 2)

Max Gunzburger

(joint work with Pavel Bohev)

(same abstrat as Part 1)

Edited by Gerhard Starke
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